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The Impact of Student Loanw on Graduate Education

Education beydnd the bachelor's level is becoming more common ih American
.

society. Whether or not this representw a social plus or'is me=ly the result of

incregsed com eptitidn for educational creantials is...not an issue of concern for

this study. Rather, the issue is whether er not

in post-baccalaureate study is equally available

P.

the-opportunity to participate

tdnall qualified college graduates.)

Clark (In Burn/, 1977) puggests that an important, new dimension to tie social
,

,..

cpecern for/equal educational opportunity is the need -to equalize accss to all

/
levels of/educetion including those beyond the bachelor's degree. Several, authorb,

. ., . ,

.1

and studies (Baird, 1973; Be0er, 1972; Hanford and Nelson, 1970; National Board
,

, .

.on Gradnate Edueation, 1976; Sanford, 1978; 1979 ; 1980 ; Spultz, 1969; Southeiln

Regiehs1,Office, 1968; Winkler, 1976) beitve raised the question that long-term

indebtedness from educational loans taken out to finance undergraduate years may
,

exert a negative-influence dn the borrowers' purauit of additional education.

Few studies have at empted to answer this question, hewever, and,it remains open

to cpnjecture. Ifit is true,that debts tend to deter graduates from undertaking
.

,advancêd study, it is time for society to be aw4e of this, whether or not.the

kndwledge results in policy changes in the field of etudent aid.

Data Source

The National Longitudinal Study of the pigh School Clais of 1972 (NLS) was

the dtta base for this study. .SponsOred by-the National Center for Education

Statistics of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, the project is

,Iconducted by the Research Triangle Institute NTI), Research Triangle Park, NC.

;. A base-year survey-conducted in spring, 1972 and three follow-0 surveirs conducted

r
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in fall 1973, 1974, and 1976 comprise the'information contained in the data base.

APproximately 20,000 studentivrepresenting mote that, 1,000 high schtfols participated

in the.project, and the response rate to the various questionnaires has been 100

percent. A More complete description of the NLS Survey sif.-th a detailed depeription

of.the Ainstruments, sampleo methodology, and datacollection procedures can be

found, in the NLS User's Manual (Levinsohn, Henderson, Riccoono, Moore, 1970.

Only those NLS participana'who had received a bachelor's degree by the time of the

_third followup (October, 1976) were included in this study (N..3, t136).

Findings

Attending,Graduate School

p

If there is a relationship between having loans and attending graduate"or
.

professional school, it seema likely that graduates with loans who do not attend-

:,

graduate school,,may do so because they do not wish to inorease their debts or

hecause they wish to reduce their debts before undertaking additional study which

might require new loans.

Hypothesis.1: Recent college graduates with loansjare
to attend graduate or professional school than are
graduates without loans.

As shown iz Table 1, this hypothesis was not supported and, in fact, the

opposite`telation was true: graduates With loans are slightly more likely to

be attending graduate or prdfessional school than,graduates who did rlot have
%

loans as undergraduates. Note should be made here that achieving statisc.cal

signifietnce was greatly enhanced by the large sie.of the sample. While thfs

need not make one apologetic for usihg a large sample or for achleving statisticl

significance, it does call for a certain amounMof.restraint in interpretation of
4

the 4ndings. Mostof the findings ift this study are significant for what they do

not support rather than for the small relationships reported.
4,,
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Becatine it seted reasonable that the amount of a grdduate's debt might

'influence any decIsion concerning advanced, study', Tabli,e 2 examined the relation-
\ .

ship between amount of loan Aebt and attending graduate school. As can be sen

in Table 2, the poditive relationship between.hang loans and attending graduate

sch061 he/d for every category of'amount of loan in that more graduat.e's with loans

were attghditig gradhate school than were:graduates without loans:

In order to clarify the relatioutship'between loans and attending-graduate
. ,

school and'to reduce the alpine that additional,factors might have influenced
. . . . ,4

the relationship, graduates' cumulativ grade point average (GPA) and family
,

social.economit status (SES) were used as controls. GPA was used because graduates

with high GPA's may have been more likely to get scholarships, and not loans, and

may have been more likely to pursue graduate study. SES was used because lower

SES graduates were-more likely have oledeoliand got en loahs as undergradtrates'

and may have been immewhat less likely to attend gradi4e school.'

crosstabs using the three categories of SE§ as 'controls showed

that the positive relationship between loans and graduate school was statistically

significant only for the middle Sq\grottp of graduates. This was true when both

having had loans and amount of loans were used against attendance at graduate'

school. When 'partial correlatidna were used, the first-order partial controlling

4 for SES produced r 0.67, p4(.000i, for the relationship b4tween amount'of loan

and at.tendance at graduate or professional school. Higher percentages of graduates

inclicaked attendance going from the low to high SES categories, but this held for

both those graduates who had loans and those who did not havetloans. The preliminary

indication, then, was that loans do not appear to have a differential impact on

low SES students as%one might expect.

When the five categories of GPA weretused is controls in multiple crosstabe,

the findings showed a negative relationship between loans ahd attendance ,(t. -0.21

1,(.05) for the iowest category of GPA (1.75-2.24), a positive rerationshii).

koc
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(r gs- 0.08, p4'.01) for the 3.25..3.74 category, and insignificant relationships for

the other three categories Of GIL. Partial correlation analysis'showed a first

order partial-of 0.06, p(.01, when controlling for GPA. A second ordek nartia,
.

. plo

controlling for both.SES and.GPA, showed the positive relationship between loans

and attendance still in ,eiridence 0.07, p4(.001).

The results from a multiple pgression analysis on attending graduate

school are shown in Table 3. Amount of loans was the first student aid variable

-to eier the,analysis (grants and work were addgd as controls) but thercontribution

of loins to the analysis cannot be considered particularly important in helping

to.explain differences in'attending graduate or professtonalachool.

Reasons for Not Attendirl Graduate or Professional School

Another way to explore the possible relationship betweei loans and graduate

school is to look at thy reasona given by'graduates who do not enter gra.duate or

professional school. Ideally, one might wish to have such'graduates respond 'to

specific queptions, such as,,"I did not attend,graduate school because I did-not

want to borrow more money,",but that was not quite possible with the NLS data.
0

There were two reasons noted tn the data for not attendinijgraduate school,

however, which provided indirect means for'examining the relationship: 1) I

have no interest in graddate or profession l education, aild 2) I cannot financially

afford to attend graduate school at the present time. The first statement may

not really have much to do with whether or not'a graduate borrowed money for under
/

graduate expenses, but it suggested a proxy variable for interest in education as-

might be affected by 'having had to borrow money to attain ithe bachelor's degree.

Particularly when usedwith a graduate's educational expectations expressed at

the beginning of the undergraduate experience did this variable have the potential

for determining if borrowing for college were related to'changes in educational

plans.ftRather than a direct examination of changes in educational plans as related

to loan*, the intent was to explore the relationship between loans and interest

4
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in graduate school for graduates not attending graduate school. Original educational

plans were used as

assuming loans and

a control variable iwOhat they conceivablir
a

interest in graduate school because persons

could 'affe't both

strongly interested

in graduate or-i=othssional education about the time of high school graduation

- may have been more likely to borrow money to go to college and may have been more

likely toexpress an interest in graduate edtcation even if they were not cur-

rently elrolled.

Hypothesis 2: .Controlltng for 1972 educdtional plans; graduates with
loans who are not Attending.graduate school are more
likely to say they have no interest.in advanced study ,

than other graduates.

Table 4 indicates the repponses of graduates whd were not attending graduate

school to the reason for not attending, "1 have no interest in graduate or profe0s- 6

atonal education." Contrary to expectations, iiraduites who had loans as undergradua4es

were less likely to express a lack of interest in attending graduate school. The4

N 'same relatipqphip was found when amount of loans was used as the independent variable,

and, when controlling for 1972 educatidnal plans through partial correlationthe

first or4pr *partial between loans and no interist was -0.07, p.01. Thus,
AO- .

hypothesis two tias not suppoited.

The iedond statement mentioned above, "1 cannot financially afford to attnd

graduate achool at the present time," was used:to indicate.

g
raduates,! perceptions

of their situation rather than measured financial inability toattend graduate-

schoo . The statement was used to explore the hypothesized relationship between

k
. .

having loans and feeling that one cannot afford advanced study.

Hypothesis 3: Of those graduates not attending'graduate or professional
school, graduates with loans will be more likely to list
their not being able to Afford it as a reason fdr not
attending than other graduates without loans.

'This hypothesis was supported by the data as Table 5 shows. Because it

seemed likely that graduates who borrowed to finance theit underglduate education

also may have been more likely to have insufficient resources for finaucing advanded

3
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'study, tfiis'filiding Was not sUrerising. Howevert-ifslack of resources wefe
4

behind graduates' twith loans) reasons'for agreeing with this statement,insAtead

.oirnegative motivatinil ft;stires.ot having loan dehis as alluded to above, then

controlling fOr SES should clarify the isaue somewhet. MultiOle crosstabs using
. -

SES as e'control variable produced the same significaht,findings as did-partial

correlation analysis with ,SES is a control Er .. 0.29., pi..0011: Regardless of
,

.
. >

, graduates' SE-S,4hose with loans were significantly more likely to aay diet they

were not attending graduate school because they felt they could not afford it.
. .

Graduates,not attending graduate or professional school because they cannot
4

afford it may have bee7 in this situation because they were unable to obtain

6

financial assistance to attend gridjate school. Thee, their agreemi,mith -the

statement --not attending because I cannot,afford it --6ay.have'reflected an inability

to procure financing rathef than an influende of financing previously received
.

for undergraduate education..

analyses were run using only

In order to better understand the issue, similar

thbse graduates who said they had epplied for iinaecial
.

assistance from graduate or'profeasional schools but were not attending. Because

o only a small number of gradUatis (N,077) in theNLS data fit inté this category,

the results of the analyses were not conclusive and statistical signifiCance at

the 0.05 level wasilot always achieved. Multiple crosstabs comparing having had

loans-an* amount of loans received.with graduates' responses to "not attending

because cannot affor4 itq.shoWed no dffference,betweeU those graduates who had

been offered financial assistance and those who had not. Hence, the findings

suggested that graduates who had.receeived aid as undergraduates.and were not

'attending graduaty or professional school were more likely than other.graduates

to say that they were not attending because they cannot afford it regardless of

whither or not they applied for or were offered financial assistance.



,Reasons Why Graduates Do birsue' Advanced Study

Because it seemed possible that some graduates IA loans might have been

, encouraged to attend graduate chool both because kheir loans would be deferred

while in attendance and because they might see graduate education as the road to
S.

" a higher paying job; the relationahip between loans and reasons for attending

gradnete ichool wap explored. An examination of this telationship also was indicated

ky,the eakier finding that graduates with Loans were more l kely to be attending

graduate schwa; pne wondered why this might be true. While the NLS Survey did

not allow for a direct test of the basic quedtcon being!posed,(for instance, asking

all graduates regardless of their.intentions to pursue advanced study to ratp the
0

importance of reasons for segking a graduate degree); the data did alloW for an

indirect test .by examining reasons for attending given by those graduates who

were attending graduate or professional school. The basic rationa e w

college grad4ates may see advanced study as a way to increase theii earning power
,

so that the loan repalment would beAsore manageable. Thus, as opposed to the

theory presented eatlier that graduatea with loans would ayoid graduate school

because of their loans,..the suggesti42n.now was that the'loans might actually be

a slight inducement to attend graduate school for certain graduates who saw additional

education is the way to a higher salary. Of those reisons listed in the NLS third
go-

follow-up questionnaire, the.most relevant one to this study was the importance

of a better salari.

illhesis 4: Of those graduates attending graduate or professional
school, graduates with loans are more likely to consider "
a better salary as a more important reasons for attending
than other graduates without loans.

Table 6 shows that the ,data supported this...hypothesis when amount of loans

was used as the indepedent variable. The relationship was not strong and it waa

insignificant with Had Loans/No Loans and when SES was used as a control.



Part-time'Attendce

.

The posittge.relationship between having had loans as an undergraduate
A,

. ,

.
.

attending graduate school may be
I
mediated, to some extent, by graduatfs attending

.0"
rt-time while holding down full or part=time jobs. ;Graddates withliOns m49..

,

, *
.

.

1.

wish to begin paying off their debts by working, and they may wish td avoid taking
.

f s
.

,

. S ,n additional educational loans which fulltime study might neces-sitate. Such-per-
. --

a

sons may feel,that they can take a course or two on a part-time basis without

sacrificing their desire to limit their debts.

- Hypothesis '5: Of those graduates attending
school, graduates with loaris

. ing part-time than other growl

The'data did not support this hypothesis as
to

4.

graduate or profession4
are more likely'to'be attend-
uates.

neither having had loans (r'=. 0.02)

.4

4

nor amount of loans (r 0.04)-showed any signigicant relationship with attendance

status.

:Sumstary

A

a

Contriry to the hypothesized negative relationship between receiving loans
A

- .for undergraduate educatxon and attending graduate or.professlonal school this

study showed no such relationship and Actually found a slight positive one.-

While there are some important constraints on the findings of the'seudy7-most

notably the short time period between graduation and the survey--the bajor con-

clus,ion reached,waw-that loans do l)ot exert a negative impact on the lives oft

college graduatessWho borrowed roboley to finance their bachelor's degree.

the imialications of this study suggest that the negative relationships between

is

loana and achievement (Astin, 1977; Knight, 1968) and between loans and persistence

(Astin, 1\975), reported elsewhere as noted, do not appear to have any direct bear-
.

ing on students who actually graduate from college. Also, the'. findings lend,support.

to current atuctent financial aid Policies which emphasiZe "self-help" through,loans

(and wo rk) (Carnegie Council, 1979).
.

.
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1. .
.

'Td conclude with a note of 6sution,.. one must remember that this study examined
,

f f i
-

.

tile short-term relationship,between loins, and thw.pursuit of graduate or,professional
,

educakion. Whether or uot one feels that the long-term relationihip would be any.

e

different (after ten yeara, for'example), this was not studid:
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Tabte 1

4.

a.

A

41,Orcentage Distribution of Attendance at Graduate
or Profiisional'Sibool by Having Had Loans ;

4tendance at Had.Loans
Craduate School No Yes

. . #

A

Total

Yes ,

:

77.9' .73.4 76.2

22#1 2666 . .23.82

(nr1665). (nr1025)

Note.

Apt

a

Chi Square r 6.93 04:001 - Eta- r 0.05
Gamma la 0.12 . . *Fearion's R 0.05 p4.01

r

AtiendiOe at Pradtiate Cor PrcifessiOUal School by Amount of Loans
'

AMount of
'Ioan

None

$500

$560-999 .

$1000-1999

$2000-4999

> $4999

.Total

Note'.

"

Chi 'square ..,

. Gamma , 0.10' lufearsou's R m 0.05 p<.01.

aFigures in parent1es44uote 'percentages by amount of loan.
..1,

Attendance-at Graduate School
No Yes

1297 (77.9)a 368 (22,1)'

75 (72.1) 29 (27.9)

'94 (74.6) 32 (25.4)

.201 (74.7) 68 (25.3)

293 (73:0) 110 (27.0)

85 (71.4)' 34 (28.6)

2049 (76,2) 641 (23.40'

7.93 Eta
,

- de5

4

.

. 10.
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).t. Table 34,
A

RegressiOn Analysis of-CAttending.Graduate or PrAessIonal Scho4with
r . , . .

Variable Entered in Order of Significance
V'!

,

S.
, 1 ,2 ,

Vaiiable

Jucational Plans,s1973
A ,

sex (Women)

.:Aptitude

Amount of toans
AMOUllt. of Giants
SES .

Amount of Work
Aid (Yes)
Rice (White)

o

1461tip1e R Simple r Beta

0.366' ,

0.398
, '0.134

0.158
0.366
0.245

0.295
0.159

%044.05. 0.164 -0.105 -0.072
0.408. 0.167' 4,0.162, 0.054

0.169 20.044 0.037
.0.413 0.170 ' 0.086 "o .0.035
0.414, 0.171 0.069 0.941
0.414 0.172 0.000
-0.415 0.172

. 0.061 0.030
0.415 0.172' 0.020 -0.016

Note.
4

/be meaxis, Standard deviations, and. correlation coefficients
are avaitable from the author..

411.

Tabld 4

Percentage Distribution of Not Attending Graduate or Professional
School Because of the Reason, "I have.no interest," by HaVing Had

Loans k

No Intefestsin,
Graduate Education

, Had Loans
No Yes Total

Disagree

Agree

90.7 87.1
.

,_

/
1.3 12.9

(na752) .,

Not .

Chi Square a 153.36 p (.001 Et, 0'd08
Gamma a -027 Pearson's' 11, a -0.08 p <.0001
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Table 5

Percentage Distributian of Not Attending Graduate or Professional
School Because of the Reason, -"I. cannot afford it," by Having Had

Loans ..

:)

',roe

Cannot
Affort-It

Had Loans
No Yes ,Total

Disagree

Agree
.

.

63.6

36 4

(nge1297)

*

41.9
,

58.1

(nm752)
. .

55.6

44.4

,

a

i

*
Note.

Chi Square m 13..36 p.001, 'Eta .08
Gamma m -0.27 Pearson's R m . p < .0001

Table 6 .

Percentage Distribution of Attending Graduate or Professional School
'for a Better Salary by Amount of Loans

-Amount .Better Salary.
of Loans Very

Important
4v.

Not
Important.-- - Important

Not a
Factor

None 21.2 44.0 20.6 14.3 (nm364)
4;1 $500 32.1 32.1 14.3 21.4 (nm 28)

$500-999 18.8 43.8 -18.8 18.8 (nm 32) ;

.$1000-1999 '16.2 : 45.6 . 27.9 10.3 (nm 68)
$2000-4999 30.3 46.8 17.4 5.5 (nm109)
> $4999 26.5 _44.1 11.8 17.6 (nm 34)

-Total 22.8 44.1 20.0 13.1

Note.
2

Chi Square = 19.65 Eta = 0.13
Gamma m -0.10 Pearson's R = -0.08 1)4:4.05
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